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          We have the technology. This book shows how to make it stronger, faster, better than it was before...       

	
    For some, buying a new PC is out of the question, so we show how to breathe life back into an older PC. 

    
	
    Does that PC really need an upgrade or just a little fixing? This book shows how to make that call without breaking the bank. 

    
	
    Why pay to have a PC tech perform simple upgrades? With the help of this book, readers can install a new DVD-ROM drive, memory and new speakers! 

    


Absolute Beginner's Guide to Upgrading and Fixing Your PC will help you in lots of ways. This book will help you better understand how your PC works, so that you can more easily get it to do what you want it to do. This book will also help you upgrade some or all of the components of your computer system, so that it will run faster or more reliably or just be able to do more things better. And, finally, this book will help you when things go wrong—you'll learn how to track down and fix all sorts of pesky PC problems.
This book will help you do all those things, even (and especially) if you're an absolute beginner where computers are concerned. You don't have to be a techie to keep your computer up and running. The advice I give you is simple and practical and easy to do—for anyone.

That means, of course, that there are some more advanced upgrades and repairs that I don't go into. That's okay; my motto is if you need anything more than a screwdriver, let a professional do it. The good news is that there's a lot of cool and useful stuff you can do with just a screwdriver—or even your bare hands!

(By the way, if you're interested in more technically advanced hardware issues than what I cover in this book, I heartily recommend what is now a classic in the computer book publishing industry: Que's Upgrading and Repairing PCs, a 1000+ page tome by the extremely knowledgeable Scott Mueller. It picks up where this book leaves off—and then some!)
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Executive's Guide to Cloud ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Your organization can save and thrive in the cloud with this first non-technical guide to cloud computing for business leaders


	In less than a decade Google, Amazon, and Salesforce.com went from unknown ideas to powerhouse fixtures in the economic landscape; in even less time offerings such as Linkedin, Youtube, Facebook,...
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Mastering the SAS DS2 Procedure: Advanced Data-Wrangling Techniques, Second EdiSAS Institute, 2018

	Enhance your SAS® data-wrangling skills with high-precision and parallel data manipulation using the DS2 programming language. 


	Now in its second edition, this book addresses the DS2 programming language from SAS, which combines the precise procedural power and control of the Base SAS® DATA step...
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Understanding Oracle APEX 5 Application DevelopmentApress, 2015

	This new edition of Understanding Oracle APEX 5 Application Development shows APEX developers how to build practical, non-trivial web applications. The book introduces the world of APEX properties, explaining the functionality supported by each page component as well as the techniques developers use to achieve that functionality. The...
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Agile Workforce Planning: How to Align People with Organizational Strategy for Improved PerformanceKogan Page, 2021

	
		As business priorities change and focus shifts to address arising issues, HR professionals need to be able to reorganize talent swiftly and plan for future needs to enable the business to succeed. It covers how to forecast organizational demand for people, resources and skills, analyze the gap between supply and demand and most...
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XML Pocket Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2001

	The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a documentpr ocessing standard that is an official recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the same group responsible for overseeing the HTML standard. Many expect XML and its sibling technologies to become the markup language of choice for dynamically generated content, including...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Adobe® Photoshop® Lightroom® delivers a complete workflow solution for the

	digital photographer—from importing, reviewing, organizing, and enhancing

	digital images to publishing photos, producing client presentations, creating

	photo books and web galleries, and outputting high-quality prints. The user...
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